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Part 1 –
Climate Adaptation Through 
Co-creation 

• Impulse for cross-border cooperation
Impuls voor grensoverschrijdende samenwerking:
Interreg 2seas project Co-Adapt
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Co-Adapt Impulse 1 Somerset Levels and Moors Flooding

Climate resilient Landscape

Levels and Moors = 
coastal plain & wetland area

Somerset = 
Land of Summer people

Timber trackways 3800BC

Flooding
Dec 2013 – Jan/Feb 2014

Extreme heavy rainfall

Hundreds of people evacuated 
for several weeks

over 600 houses and 6,900 ha of 
agricultural land affected

Infrastructure: main roads & 
trainline SW-England to London 
was flooded

3LP impulse: ‘extreme event 
focused politicians minds!’
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Lead: Stephen Dury. Somerset County Council 



Co-Adapt Impulse 2 Climate Change => Climate Adaptation
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Paris Agreement 2015

Glasgow 2021/ IPCC

…It is now unequivocal that human 
influence is causing climate change, 
making extreme events more 
frequent and more severe… 

3LP impulse: ‘We share one 
atmosphere, one climate system. 
It knows no borders.‘
IPCC director at Glasgow 2021
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Co-Adapt Impulse 3 EU Interreg call on Climate Adaptation 

Partnering on adaptive and robust soil water system 
Start Date 01/02/2019 - End Date 30/09/2022
Project budget 7.3 M€, ERDF 4.4 M€, ERDF 60%

• Nov 2017 Lille, EU Interreg 2Seas ‘market’ 

Start collaboration:
Somerset County Council – VLM – N-Brabant – Open 
Universiteit & more

• 2018 London Meetings

Partners: brook catchments

Adaptive and robust soil water system => climate 
adaptation

Stakeholder perspective from problem definition to 
transition and implementation => co-create

• May 2019 @ Somerset

Start project & Field Visit Exchange

• Oct 2019 @ Antwerp

Open Seminar & Field Visit Exchange

• March 2020 – Covid

Online`Webinars & 

Online Open Seminars

Extension on Investments

3LP impulse: ‘speak in your own jargon – write in 
funder’s jargon’
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Tooling

• Reviews each project meeting 
@ workshops
@ field visits

• Aim
To jointly produce knowledge 
by cross-border professionals

• PhD research B. Bogatinoska
Participatory Designing Nature-
based Solutions: Tools for Water 
Professionals
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Co-Adapt
Toolkit

KT supports in the processes of continuous 
learning and ecological knowledge and 
understanding.

TT supports in the transition process 
from the existing water management situation 
towards a stable envisaged NbS. 

CT supports shifting the focus from centralized 
governance towards a more shared decision-
making approach by empowering local citizens 
and encouraging strong partnerships
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Framework of Co-Adapt

7Bart Aubroeck, 18 Nov 2020
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Digital learning among water professionals

• Today
Water – Land – Schap
Higher Education 
collaboration
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Somerset

Antwerp

Breda
Boulogne
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Gent

Interactive Webinars
Online Seminar on NbS
Innovative Tools
Co-Adapt Learning Hub
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Adaptive Pathways
Seminar
Spatial Visioning
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First results on Future Professionals
Rich environment for learning

Open Universiteit -
Environmental Sciences
 PhD Spatial Modelling 

MSc Theses 

 BSc Theses

 Courses - Curriculum

VLM Water – Land – Schap
 Collaboration of BE/NL Higher 

Education Institutes

 Internships

EIFFEL4Climate project
 AI tools

3LP impulse: ‘co-create cross-border 
= learning to innovate’
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PhD Borjana Bogatinoska
WP3 Science Publ.

Eu GeoSciences, Journals

MSc Ermy Brok
OU & Noord-Brabant

How scale matters for co-creating NbS
Tool

MSc Simon De Paepe
OU & VLM/PCM

NbS Buffer Zone on Nitrate Leaching
Solution

BSc teams
OU & VLM/PCM & Noord-Brabant

Guides on Knowledge Tools & Transition
Tools

Courses
Climate Impact Analysis, 

Soil-water System,
Stakeholder Analysis

Future competences
Merging Professional Demands and

Academic Standards
AI Project EIFFEL Drielandenpark-Symposium 24/11/2021 



Part 2 –
Nature-based solutions and 
natural processes

• Impulse for cross-border cooperation
Impuls voor grensoverschrijdende samenwerking:
Interreg 2seas project Co-Adapt
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Nature-based solutions and 
natural processes as a driver for solutions?
• Which land development and management techniques are useful?

• Which adaptation decisions do we need to find flexible strategies that do not create high future costs?

• Test in 8 catchment gives us some results:

• Your catchment or water system determines the characheristics= which natural processes are 
possible?

• The usage of the landscape (industrial, city-driven, urban sprawl, agricultural, natural, …)= integrate 
the potential future challenges together – scenario planning

• Knowledge of future trends and historical usage= refining which scenario can be useful

• Problem solving in co-creation: driver for action and funds

Titel van de presentatie 1



System driven natural processes and NBS
• Connecting the Culm (GB), Somerset Levels (GB), Porlock Vale (GB), Water-Land-Schap (FL):

• work on big water system scale

• a lot of space for natural processes or nature-based solutions

• A variety of stakeholders

• Creation of multifunctional areas with water:

• Natural areas like forests, floodplains, moors, …+ recreation, ESS

• Semi-natural areas like parks, agricultural ecosystems,
green-blue infrastructure + economics, recreation, industry, …

• Urban nature + places for relief and cooling down

• Some examples: remeandering, introduction of beavers, buffer strips, agreements with farmers, 
…

• International note: good examples stimulate your dreams.
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Full floodplain Restoration Porlock Vale
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Integration of different functions
for climate adaptation
• West-Brabant (NL), Bouillonnais (FR), Water-Land-Schap (B-FL)

• Focus on valley scale demonstrations in regions with intense land use

• Driver is the usage of the landscape

• Stakeholders have a more economic focus

• Creation of an adaptive and robust soil water system
that supports the economical activities

• Increase sponge capacity

• Agreements with farmers to adapt land use

• Water supply for farmers

• Multifunctional water areas as buffer zones in urban zones

• International note: useful ideas can refine your way of integration
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Water-Land-Schap as an example
• Call to local coalition groups in 2017: 

14 catchments, 5,7 million euro

• Call for measures against drought in 2020: 
18 demonstration projects: 2,7 million euro

• Call in 2021: 31 propositions + 13 innovations: 
15 million euro European funds reliance

• Government provides funds for:

• Study

• Proces management (co-creation)

• Investments

• Co-adapt funds for international exchange

• Local groups do the proces and the 
investments
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Water-Land-Schap | Vlaamse Landmaatschappij 
(vlm.be)



Small scale solutions and
quick-wins
• Working together costs time and good examples

• Starting with quick-wins or demonstration/pilot projects

• Antwerp (B-FL) and Vlissingen (NL) demonstration sites:

• Results on little or medium scaled and urgent problem solving

• Can be a part of valley scale or bigger scale projects

• With citizens or neighbours

• Semi-urban scale (with their specific problems)

• Creation of natural solutions for urban problems

• Wet playgrounds and green-blue parks and public places

• Parkings, roads and village corners with space for water storage
and sponge function

• International note: small steps are needed to learn to walk!
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Knowledge as a base to work together

• Future trends or historical data and processes

• Looking form different windows (of opportunities)

• Scientifical prognoses

• Learning opportunities

• Creation of understanding

• If we never have dreamt about walking on the moon,
where would we be now?
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More information about Co-Adapt
• https://www.interreg2seas.eu/en/co-adapt

• https://co-adapt-water.eu/

• https://research.ou.nl/en/projects/co-adapt-climate-adaptation-through-co-creation

• Thanks for your attention!

• Come and walk in one of our Co-Adapt regions to feel the real-life experience!
Images tell more than words!
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